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Early Career Decisions



Operational Tempo Increases



But we still had fun, and achieved…



Everyday Life

• Hazardous environment

• Isolation

• Physical & mental 
wellbeing

• Emergency preparedness

• Resilience (go again).



Life Changing Incident



Considerations

1. How did Paul survive?

2. Living with the consequences

3. How can we prepare?



How Did Paul Survive? – Root Cause Analysis

Leadership

• Early identification
• Lead by example
• Redundancy

Training

• Rehearsals 
• Realistic
• Enhanced individual 

responsibility

Culture

• Common goal
• Strong team ethos
• Know your people
• Listen, care, empathy



Trauma - The Ripple Effect 

Directly Involved

• Callsign
• Medics

• Casevac team 

Indirectly Involved

• Battle Group HQ

• Operations team
• Base personnel

• Rear HQ

• Logistics
• Casualty notification
• Casualty recovery
• Repatriation service

Involved at a distance

• NOK
• Rear party
• R&R / rotation
• Funeral involvement  



Living with the Consequences 

Physical
Behavioural

Psychological



How can we prepare? 

• Education and consistent approach

• Wellbeing strategy in place

• Operational and logistical footprint 
considered

• Early recognition capability / champions

• Active promotion of stigma reduction

• Show you care, show empathy, listen

• It’s not unusual.



Rehabilitation & Recovery



Summary



Look Forward

It’s okay to.... Be wrong. Cry. Say you don’t know. Have a tough day. Ask for help. Fail. 
Have a different opinion. Take a break if you need one.

It’s great to...... Ask questions. Put your hand up to mistakes. Go home. Be ambitious. 
Walk to clear your head. Switch off completely when not at work.

Please..... Be kind. Be helpful. Be mindful of your own and others limits. Share 
knowledge. Ask others how they are doing. Remember there are no silly questions. Leave 
things better than you found them.

You should.... Talk about doubts and concerns. Be yourself. Give candid timely feedback. 
Be honest, even when it’s uncomfortable.

Try to...... Soften the edges. Be hard on problems, not people (including yourself). Put 
your ego aside.
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Questions

Thank You


